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ABSTRACT
In the acoustic scene classification task, we proposed a novel at-
tention mechanism embedded to feed forward networks. On top of
a shared input layer, 15 separated attention modules are calculated
for each class, and output 15 class dependent feature vectors. Then
the feature vectors are mapped to class labels by 15 subnetworks. A
softmax layer is employed on the very top of the network. In our ex-
periments, the default feature, MFCC and mel filterbank with delta
and acceleration, is used to represent each segment. We split each
30s audio recording into 1s segments and calculate label for the seg-
ment, then output the most frequent label for the 30s recording. The
best single neural network could get 77.4% cross validation accu-
racy without further feature engineering and any data augmentation.
We train 5 models with MFCC features and 5 models with mel fil-
terbank features, then make an ensemble with majority vote, getting
a 78.6% final cross validation result. For submission, the 10 mod-
els are retrained with full dataset. And, the final submission is a
majority vote ensemble of the 10 models’ outputs.

Index Terms— acoustic scene classification, deep learning, at-
tention mechanism, feed forward network

1. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic scene classification task is to classify audio recordings into
predefined classes[1]. We tried to solve this problem by deep neural
networks. A novel attention mechanism structure is proposed for
this task. The rest of this report is organised as following: Section
2 described and explained the structure of the proposed network.
Section 3 gave the details of ensemble. And Section 4 shows the
results from cross validatoin. In section 5, we draw conclusions.

2. FEED FORWARD NETWORKS WITH CLASS
DEPENDENT ATTENTION MECHANISM

In the dataset, each recording clip lasts 30 seconds. To formulate
the problem, we define X = x1, x2, ..., xT to be the acoustic fea-
ture, and Y is the label associated to the recording. In the task, not
all of the frames are crucial for classification. For example, there
are non-informative silence parts in almost all the classes. It’s not
very reasonable to segment recordings into small pieces and clas-
sify the pieces to classes directly. The classifier will try to classify
every piece, informative or not, to their associated label. Those
non-informative pieces would potentially damage the classifier.

Inspired by[2], we proposed a novel feed forward structure with
class dependent attention mechanism. The feed forward mechanism
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Figure 1: Attention Layer

is a weighted average of the feature space, where the weights are
also learned from the feature space. A attention layer is a small
feed forward network that maps feature vector to its ”importance”,
as shown in Fig. 1. The reason we name our attention layer ”class
dependent attention” is because each class has a independent atten-
tion layer associated with them. This idea is motivated by the fact
that different acoustic scenes have different characteristic events.
For example, when a classifier is used to distinguish whether a scene
is ”restaurant”, it will make a decision mainly depending on if the
scene contains the impact sound between dishes and knives/forks.
When to recognise a home scene, the classifier should focus more
on water tap sounds. By introducing this mechanism, we hope
the events could give themselves reasonable weights for different
classes and form different ”context” vector Vc for class c. The nor-
malized importance αc

t of xt is calculated by Equ. 1 and Equ. 2

ect = Fc(xt) (1)
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Figure 2: Generating context vector for class c

αc
t = exp(ect)/

T∑
τ=1

exp(ecτ ) (2)

where Fc is attention layer for class c, ect is the importance of xt

when classifying class c. αc
t is the normalized importance of ect

where we followed softmax formula to amplify the difference be-
tween e. With αc

t calculated, the context vector Vc can be easily
derived by Equ. 3. The calculation process could be seen in Fig. 2

Vc =
T∑

t=1

αc
t ∗ xt (3)

Since the context vectors are separated between classes, we
built separated subnetworks Sc to further map Vc to it’s correspond-
ing class c. On the top of each Sc, we use a softmax layer to unify
all the predicted classes (Fig. 3).

2.1. Ensemble

It is usual to boost classification performance by making an ensem-
ble among multiple classifiers. To achieve a good ensemble, the
classifiers should be both accurate and diverse. We trained 5 classi-
fiers with default MFCC feature and 5 classifiers with mel filterbank
feature. The predictions within MFCC and mel filterbanks are con-
sistent, but they are diverse between features. So, the ensemble was
made from a diverse and accurate set of classifiers in the end.
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Figure 3: Classify a variate length recording

3. EXPERIMENTS

We trained networks with MFCC features and mel filterbank fea-
tures with a context window of 15 frames. Each 30s audio is seg-
mented into 100 frames. And each 100 frames sample was associ-
ated with a predicted label. The subnetworks Sc are all feed forward
networks with 5 layers and 128 nodes for mel filterbank feature, and
6 layers with 128 nodes for MFCC feature. The activation functions
is ReLU, and batch normalization is applied before each layer. The
models are implemented by Lasagne [3].

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For a single network, the cross validation accuracy was 75.5% in
average, best accuracy reached 77.4% (however, accuracy over 77%
appeared only once). The ultimate ensemble model obtained 78.6%
accuracy (Fig. 4).

We used only the default MFCC and melfilterbank features in
our experiments. The model should be more powerful if we could
find a better feature representation. Moreover, the models got over-
fitting very quickly. The training cost (categorical cross entropy)
went down to 1e-5 in less than 10 epochs, validation errors for each
100 frames stayed in around 30%. This may be caused by shortage
of data. We believe the models could show their potential if more
data are provided.

5. CONCLUSION

Attention mechanism is used in many research areas. Models get
capability to ”focus” on the most related parts in input data. In this
report, we proposed a novel attention mechanism structure based
on low-complexity feed forward networks. In the case of acoustic
scene classification, the new model could let the network focus on
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Figure 4: Final ensemble result

different representative sounds for different classes. In the future,
we hope the attention mechanism could be applied on more network
structures like convolutional neural networks. However, more data
are required to train more complexed models.
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